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**NEW!** Level 2A includes **TECHNIQUE PAGES** as PDF downloads for selected units. These pages have exercises for scales, chords, cadences, strength, and dexterity. Each selected unit has a *Main Track* and an *Extended Track*. Students preparing for exams, certificates, and/or auditions should do both Tracks. For more information, see the PDF downloads.
The T. Rex Dance

Teacher Duet (Student plays as written.)

Optional: play both hands one octave lower throughout.
Omit the 8va on the last note.
Stargazing

Moderately
8va both hands

RH

LH

LH plays stem-down notes on treble staff

Oh, have you looked thru a telescope? If we’re in the Milky Way galaxy, there’s not, then you’re in for a billion more that you can’t hope to see!

Unit 4
Key of G Major

You learned that the G major scale has an F#. A piece IN THE KEY OF G MAJOR often has many F#'s.

A piece in the key of G major has an F# at the beginning of each line of music.

Humuhumunukunukuapua’a*

For ukulele chords, see the Performance Pieces download.

Teacher Duet (Student plays one octave higher.)

*HOO-moo-HOO-moo-NOO-koo-NOO-koo-AH-poo-AH-ah!
Spring
(from The Four Seasons)
Antonio Vivaldi (1678–1741)

Key of G (1 sharp)

Lively

*Follow the spring flowers! When practicing, be able to start from any of these places in the music.

Teacher Duet (Student plays one octave higher.)

Unit 6
Aladdin’s Lamp

Quickly
Aladdin finds the lamp.

[Music notation]

Dm Chord

He rubs the lamp, waiting for the genie.

Unit 9